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MON- SAT: 11:00 am- 3:00am
1813 W. University Ave.

Family restaurant by day; all ages welcome.  Bar by night! (starting at 10 p.m.)  
We show all the games and if we do not have your game of choice, ask the 

bartender and we will get it on for you.  Ask about our Daily Specials!

JOIN US IN 
THE VILLAGE!

SUN: noon- 3:00am

FACEBOOK: newlockerroom
visit our website at www.newlockerroom.com
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Controversy, disagreement, conflict: three powerful words that we try to 

avoid at all cost. We don’t talk about controversial topics or disagreements 

in fear that we might be pinned for starting the very conflict we were 

trying to run from. 

I think it’s something that women especially are taught from the time 

we enter the world. “It’s not ladylike,” or “be gentle,” are things we hear 

in order to meet the expectations placed on our gender. These phrases 

become lies that prevent us from ever confronting each other. Instead, 

sometimes girls decide it’s best to gossip with other girls that aren’t in-

volved in the situation – because that always works out so well … not. 

I’ve interacted with enough men to know that the phrases “be a man,” 

and “fight it out,” are fixed into their memories from the first moment they 

encounter a fight with their brother or a bully in school. 

But I think both of these are poor ways of settling the differences we so 

often don’t know how to deal with. Instead of running away or being on 

the attack, what if we approached conflict as a necessary means of moving 

forward in our relationships? 

What I’ve found is that often times we are so afraid of conflict or of-

fending someone’s views that we go to the other extreme and completely 

remain silent. I know I’ve been guilty of this. You’re looking at the master 

of people pleasing. 

We might scream our stances from the rooftops or from within the con-

fines of social media, but we wouldn’t dare talk about controversial topics 

such as politics, religion, or social issues face-to-face with someone who 

blatantly opposes us. After all, we might disagree and that might force us 

to see the world through someone else’s lens for once. 

While working on this issue I’ve learned how freeing it is to engage in 

conversation with others who disagree with me on loaded topics. Is it 

uncomfortable? You bet it is. But, in the process we stop hiding and we 

start acknowledging that we’re not all cut from the same mold, and that 

it’s OK to agree to disagree. 

It’s not worth living to please others so that you don’t step on their toes. 

Sometimes when we approach conflict or controversy in a healthy way, 

we leave room to grow in honesty and authenticity with one another. 

As you flip through these pages and read about religious controversy 

(page 22) and gun control issues (page 34) , I think it’s the perfect oppor-

tunity to begin discussing these sensitive topics. And as you begin to take 

these steps, maybe you’ll be inspired to make a bold decision like Walk 

the Moon’s bass guitarist Kevin Ray did early on in his career (page 31). 

Whatever it is, I hope you walk away from this issue realizing that our 

differences don’t have to be what separate us. Instead, they can be the 

very things that move us toward a solution. 

editor’s note //

TAYLOR ELLIS
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

WHAT’S ONLINE
Food at your Door gun control bucket list
take a peak into 
our favorite 
delivery options 
from the village.

learn more about the 
importance of gun 
control legislation in 
an interactive graphic.

don’t leave muncie 
before checking off 
a few of these  
must-do Activities.

advertise with us
for more information, contact us 
at ballbearings@mail.com.

contact us
comments can be directed to  
ballbearingsmag@mail.com.
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Between job applications, résumé updates 

and trying my hardest to focus in capstone 

classes, being a senior puts a lot of things in 

perspective. As graduation creeps closer, my 

appreciation for Muncie, a city I’ve listened to 

people groan about for the past four years, is 

suddenly growing. 

Compared to metropolitan areas, Muncie 

may not seem like much. However, do a little 

digging, and you might discover there are 

plenty of exciting things to explore. Because 

let’s be real — college is so much more than 

getting a degree and preparing for the future, 

it’s about experiencing your surroundings and 

evolving within them. Here are 10 places to 

start crossing off your Muncie bucket list. 

story // michelle johnson          PHOTOS // stephanie tarrant

The Muncie
before graduation //

Where to shop, eat, listen and explore in Muncie before you graduate

BUCKET LIST

Cammack Station, 9200 W. Jackson St. // Driving down West Jackson Street at night, you can’t miss this 

illuminated eatery covered in vintage, neon gas station and Coca-Cola signs. This 50s-era diner offers a nostalgic atmo-

sphere, which reminds its elderly regulars of simpler times. The menu offers twists on American diet staples: burgers, 

coney dogs, chicken and pasta salads, chili, Blue Bell ice cream and malts and shakes. Select items are given old-timey 

first names, including Virgil’s fried smoked sausage and Myrna Jean’s grilled chicken, while the breaded tenderloin is 

recommended to first-time customers. If you’re craving dinner and dessert, make sure to bring more than $10 with you; 

the diner’s a la carte sandwiches start at $6, and they only accept cash.  

FOOD
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village green 
records, 519 N.  
Martin St. //  You can’t miss 

the kelly-green house decorated 

with bright murals at the corner of 

Martin and Ashland.  In addition 

to the racks of new and used 

vinyl, CDs and merchandise, 

Village Green Records is one 

of the best places to listen to 

live music in Muncie, and the 

shows are always free. Each year, 

Village Green hosts both local 

and touring acts of all genres 

during day-long music festivals 

that celebrate National Record 

Store Day, the Fourth of July, and 

the beginning of the school year. 

(While you’re at it, stop in and 

say, “Hey,” to my oversized cat, 

Boris, who lives there.)

prairie creek reservoir,  
5 miles southeast of Muncie 
on Burlington Road // Who says 

there aren’t beaches in the Midwest? During 

the warmer months, you can escape with a 

20-minute drive to Prairie Creek for a daytime 

picnic or swimming session.  Developed in 

1954, the man-made attraction includes more 

than 2,000 acres of land and water. The beach is 

open from Memorial Day to Labor Day, offering 

countless fun-in-the-sun activities such as 

fishing, biking, hiking, boating and sunbathing.  

Minnetrista, 1200 N. 
Minnetrista Parkway // With 

its name meaning “a gathering place by the 

water,” Minnetrista offers a place to learn about 

historic Muncie and unwind among 40 acres of 

gardens and wildlife. As the former location of 

F.C. Ball’s home, president of the Ball Brothers 

Corporation, Minnetrista now offers art 

exhibits, gardening and crafting workshops, and 

annual outdoor events. Weather permitting, the 

Minnetrista grounds offer a serene spot to run, 

bike ride and de-stress.  

tuppee tong thai, 310 W.  
Main St. // As a dingy, white brick block 

of a building on Main Street, I’m sure 

Tuppee Tong is avoided by many based on 

appearance.  But if you focus on the menu 

rather than the stuffy interior and leaks 

in the ceiling on a rainy night, you won’t 

be disappointed. This family-owned and 

operated establishment prepares fresh, au-

thentic Thai cuisine daily.  Your portion of 

Pad Ki-Maow may not look like a lot at first 

glance, but the mound of flat noodles and 

sautéed vegetables in a spicy garlic sauce 

seems endless after a few filling bites.  

LISTEN

ENJOY
the silo bus, Travels from Cleo’s to Columbia Theatre //  The Silo 

Bus transports students from The Village bars to the downtown bars, but in my experience, 

it was more than just a bus ride — it was another party.  As 20+ intoxicated college students 

piled on the bus, the free ride quickly turned into a dance party as riders stumbled back and 

forth. It may be difficult to differentiate the vibrations of the bass from bumps in the road and 

you may question your safety, but it’s one hell of a ride.    

SHOP

SAVAGE’S ALE HOUSE, 127 N. 
High St. // Replacing a long lineage of 

failed businesses since 2009, Savage’s is fi-

nally doing things right for the 100th block of 

High Street. In white block letters the build-

ing reads “beer, food, wine,” which is exactly 

what you’re going to find here. Although 

Savage’s beer selection can’t compete with 

the Heorot’s, what happens in the kitchen 

makes up for it. Serving fresh, hot food until 

2 a.m. most nights, Savages’ selection of 

burgers, wraps and appetizers go beyond the 

normal bar eats. The patty melt with a black 

bean burger is a personal favorite, alongside a 

handful of dill chips. 

Main Street Flea Market, 1710 E. Main St. // For those with a 

keen eye for treasure hunting, a quick trip to Main Street Flea Market can easily 

turn into a full-day outing.  This spacious concrete warehouse, which one custom-

er described as looking like Fort Knox from the outside, is a hub for vendors eager 

to sell anything from vintage clothes and ornate jewelry to furniture, guitars, bikes 

and pocket knives. Thrift-seekers sick of rummaging through their grandmother’s 

attic can find heaps of trinkets and collectibles at fairly low prices.  

Farmer’s Market, Located in Minnetrista’s 
Orchard Shop parking lot // The Farmer’s 

Market at Minnetrista is worth waking up before noon on 

Saturdays during the warmer months. A slew of vendors gather 

from 9-12 a.m. to sell their seasonal produce, sweet jams, fresh 

breads and even homegrown catnip — all for a fraction of the 

prices you’ll find at chain grocery stores. During the winter 

months, the market moves inside, adding cooking and canning 

workshops into the mix.

Fair food outside Muncie Mall, 
Located in the JC Penney 
parking lot // Ever wonder where 

fair food vendors retreat to after summer 

festivals come to an end? One in particular 

is spending the off-season outside Muncie 

Mall’s JC Penney, serving the same classic, 

fried, sugary treats you continue to crave 

during the winter. After a long day of 

shopping, customers can snack on corn 

dogs, fried Oreos, funnel cakes and freshly 

squeezed lemonade. But get it while you 

can, the stand plans to close at the end of 

May to travel to other fairs.

At VGR, Travis 
Harvey keeps 
the hobby of 
collecting vinyl 
alive and doesn’t 
mind ordering 
something that’s 
not in stock.
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out of the

  ROUGH

Ball State women’s golfer Autumn Duke perseveres 
after the loss of her father and shoots her best 
score at the Cardinal Classic. 

Autumn Duke placed a tee deep into the ground, her Titleist 

ball lightly sitting on top of it.  On the ball was a red-and-

white flower, the same symbol she had used since her dad 

introduced her to golf over eight years ago. 

Autumn, a senior on the Ball State women’s golf team, was 

set to tee off on Saturday morning of Sept. 22, the first day 

of the Cardinal Classic at the Players Club in Yorktown, 

Ind. She had already done this in 29 other collegiate events 

before.

Although experience may have been on her side, Autumn 

faced adversity on this day which no experience could 

prepare. Six days prior to the Classic, on her 22nd birthday, 

Autumn’s father, Larry Duke, died after being injured in a 

motorcycle accident. Autumn is one of Ball State’s team 

captains and is known by her coaches and teammates as one 

of the most determined and poised players. No matter who it 

was, Autumn was a rock for the people around her. 

“She’s a very strong person, and she doesn’t always like 

to show her emotion to the entire team,” says Autumn’s 

teammate, roommate and best friend Sarah Westaway. 

“And I know that before, being her roommate, that’s just 

her personality. She’s [a] very strong leader. She’s extremely 

driven.” 

However now, more than ever, she needed the people 

around her to be that rock in her life. 

Larry wasn’t just Autumn’s father. He was her swing 

coach, and the one who had introduced her to golf in the 7th 

grade. He was, a “friendly giant” and a man who “would do 

anything for anybody.” 

He was the one who had pushed Autumn to play college 

golf and become the player and person that her teammates 

look up to today. 

story // Andrew mishler
PHOTOS // Benjamin Dehr
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As Autumn approached her ball and looked down the 

fairway, she realized that for the first time in her life, she was 

golfing without her dad. 

Despite this reality, she was comforted with her family, team 

and faith at her side. 

Autumn would soon find out how even with the loss of the 

most important man in her life, she would never be alone. 

GROWING UP
Before she even started playing golf, Autumn grew up 

immersed in athletics. Living in a condo in Geist Reservoir 

for most of her childhood, Autumn became a nationally 

ranked rock climber and committed figure skater. 

Larry introduced her to golf in the 7th grade, and 

immediately she was hooked. Her natural talent 

was enough to convince her family to move to 

Hamilton Southeastern so that she could pursue 

the sport at a public school the following year.

“My last year of homeschooling, I kind of got a 

spark for golf,” Autumn says. “And it was like I didn’t 

want to do any other sports anymore. I wanted to take 

lessons and get really involved.”

Autumn quickly became one of the best players on the team. 

As a sophomore she attracted the interest of Ball State coach 

Katherine Mowat while she was recruiting former Ball State 

golfer Brittany Kelly. 

“I already knew about [Autumn],” Mowat says. “People were 

talking about her.”

As Autumn continued to improve, the conversations she had 

with Mowat became more serious. 

Eventually, she signed on with Ball State. Through the next 

three years, she became one of the best players on the team and 

was named team captain during her senior year in 2012. 

Along with her talent, Autumn was chosen because she knew 

how to make her teammates believe in themselves, even before 

her father’s death on Sept. 16, 2012. 

the accident
Autumn was at Starbucks with her mom when she received 

the call. 

Her dad was seriously injured. He lost control of his 

motorcycle while he was in a memorial ride with his friends in 

Story, Ind. and was tangled in the bike as it flipped three times. 

At first, he was going to be airlifted to a Louisville trauma center 

to save time, but he was re-routed in the air to St. Vincent’s 

hospital in Indianapolis. 

A flurry of phone calls began. Autumn talked to her uncle, 

her boyfriend, and finally her grandparents — all of them just 

looking to get more information. Eventually, everyone ended up 

in the waiting room at the hospital. 

The doctors called Autumn and her mom into her dad’s room. 

A chaplain stood by, a silent sign of the severity of the situation.

As she entered the room and saw her dad lying under a 

white sheet, his chest rising up and down, the doctor in the 

room began to explain how Larry had suffered a “very bad 

brain injury,” even though he was wearing a helmet. As the 

conversation developed, eventually the words “we’ve done all 

we can do” were spoken.  

Top: Autumn duke 
practices her  
mid-range shot at 
the golf range.
Bottom: Autumn 
duke and her 
teammates chip 
during practice.
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At 3:07 a.m., in the early hours of Autumn’s birthday, Larry 

was pronounced dead. 

Autumn spent the next two days with her family in Fishers, 

Ind. Meanwhile, her teammates gathered together to console 

each other. Instead of just grieving over the loss of a friend’s 

father, many were grieving over the loss of a personal friend as 

well. 

Once Autumn returned to Muncie, she sat down to talk with 

Mowat. Even though it didn’t seem like golf mattered at all in 

the moment, the team still had a tournament to play in four 

days. Autumn needed to make a decision: Would she play? 

“She wanted to play as an individual,” Mowat says. “But I told 

her that if she was going to play, then play in your position. She 

had earned that.” 

After a viewing on Wednesday and a funeral on Thursday, 

Autumn decided she would play in the Saturday tournament. 

“The big question [for Autumn] was, ‘Oh my gosh, what’s it 

going to feel like to for me to stand over a golf ball with my dad 

dead?’” Mowat says.

the tournament
Autumn and Mowat both wanted the tournament to be 

normal, with just one condition: Autumn and Westaway would 

play together. 

Before play began, Westaway embraced Autumn, unsure of 

how Autumn would play one of the most mentally challenging 

sports on a day when her mind was already challenged.

With her golf club in hand, Autumn turned her attention to 

her ball. 

Feet set. Knees bent. Head down. Hips turned. Now it was 

time to swing.

As soon as Autumn’s driver met the ball, it 

was just golf. Just like Larry had taught her. 

Usually, Autumn was one to remember every 

shot she took, even if she had to recall the third shot 

on the 4th hole while she playing on the 17th. She was always 

critical of herself. 

This time though, she couldn’t remember the last shot she 

took. Her body and mind were numb, taking her thoughts out 

of the tournament. All she could do was guide each ball into 

each hole in as few strokes as possible. That was all her mind 

would allow. 

That tunnel-vision approach came through for Autumn. 

By the end of the Cardinal Classic, she had recorded a score 

of 153 — 5th place out of a field of 74 golfers. Somehow, 

in spite of the circumstances, Autumn had shot her highest 

finish ever.

still growing
Nearly five months after Larry’s death, everything Autumn 

had to endure is burned into her memory. 

And even as she relives every moment, tears never well up 

in her eyes. With a calm candor, she describes how her knees 

buckled and her face become ghost-white as the doctor told 

her and Judy that her father was brain dead. 

Even though she will never forget that traumatic day, she 

moves forward by holding onto her faith and the memories of 

her dad. 

“A lot of it I feel like is having faith and believing in God, 

because there’s not a day that goes by where I don’t think my 

dad is in heaven and I won’t see him again one day,” Autumn 

says. “Those two things keep me going.”

Autumn 
dukes’s father  
encouraged her 
to personalize 
her golf ball.

THE GUIDE // sports



Our time 
has come

Pro Soccer Team  
Comes to Indianapolis

story // LeeAnn Wood
illustration // William Stark

D
own by two, a teammate passes him the ball.  

He freezes not knowing what to do. 

This is not his usual position, but William 

Stark is in the perfect spot to score. Stark 

pulls back his leg back as defenders close in 

on him, and he strikes the ball. He watches 

as the goalie leaps to block, but the ball soars 

high over the goal.

Though Stark felt he let his team down, 

his coach encouraged him to keep trying 

and to never give up. He displayed this same 

perseverance in helping bring a professional 

soccer team to Indianapolis.

In the summer of 2011, Stark joined The 

Brickyard Battalion, a support group that 

was campaigning to bring professional 

soccer to Indianapolis. Excited by this 

opportunity, he assisted the group by mak-

ing graphics for fliers and merchandise to 

increase awareness. His involvement with 

the group led the Ball State senior to create 

his own affiliate group, Cardinal Calvary, on 

campus. The group had its first meeting on 

Feb. 4 and will continue to have bimonthly 

meetings on Mondays in Bracken Library.

On Jan. 16, the soccer rallying paid off. 

Indy Pro Soccer announced on Wed., Jan. 

16, that they had finally reached their goal of 

bringing a pro soccer team to Indianapolis.  

Stark hopes Cardinal Calvary will not only 

support the Indianapolis team, but also the 

Ball State women’s soccer and other local 

teams. The group will meet to play, watch 

and find new ways to promote the sport. 

Stark would also like to see a group of fans 

from Ball State at every home Indy Pro Soc-

cer game.

Peter Wilt, the president of Indy Pro Soccer, 

supports Cardinal Calvary and all other affili-

ate groups around the state. He thinks they are 

a positive addition to the soccer community.

“They are the best sales people we can have 

and on game days they are literally creat-

ing the environment that makes soccer so 

special,” Wilt says. “They’ll make it a hard 

place to play for visitors and a welcoming 

place to play for the home team and that’s 

critical in every aspect for the team’s long-

term success.”

The team, whose name is undecided, 

could hire a coach as soon as April 2013 and 

will start their roster beginning in Novem-

ber for the 2014 season. More than 1,700 

eager soccer fans have already bought season 

tickets since the team was announced.  

Stark is excited for Cardinal Calvary to spark 

enthusiasm for the upcoming season and for 

the sport of soccer in general.  He hopes to see 

the Indiana soccer culture grow as a result

“Now it’s up to not just the Brickyard Bat-

talion, not just the owners, it’s up to the people 

of Indiana,” Stark says. “It’s up to the college 

students of Ball State University, IU, Purdue 

and all those other ones to go down to go to 

these games and to make it fun because that’s 

what it’s going to be. It’s going to be fun!” 

Fans can vote for a team name at Indy-

prosoccer.com/nametheteam/.
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story // alexandra holder          
illustrations // annie Gonzalez
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EAT this

EAT this

EAT this

Not that

not that

not that

1 vegetarian egg roll: 200 calories

Lo Mein noodles: 279 calories

White rice: 380 calories 

Beef stir fry strip: 168 calories 

General Tso sauce: 123 calories 

Total calories: 1,150 

Total fat: 37g

Cholesterol: 60mg

Sodium 2,280mg

Total carbohydrates: 166g

Sugars: 33g

Protein: 40g

Single cheeseburger

Total calories: 349

Total fat: 17g

Cholesterol: 45mg

Sodium: 670mg

Total carbohydrates: 33g

Protein: 20g 

Parmesan cheese, pepperoni, diced red 

onions, banana peppers, cherry toma-

toes, green/red/yellow peppers, mush-

rooms, croutons, and Caesar dressing

Total calories: 703

Total fat: 58g

Cholesterol: 700mg

Sodium: 1,270mg

Total carbohydrates: 22g

Protein: 19g

Fried rice: 204 calories

Shrimp: 90 calories

Spicy Szechuan sauce: 74 calories

Total calories: 368

Total fat: 10.5g

Cholesterol: 200mg

Sodium: 1,155mg

Total carbohydrates: 33g

Sugars: 7g

Protein: 24g

Stir-fry makes it easy to get the servings 

of vegetables and protein your body 

needs in a delicious way. However, it 

can be a slippery slope if you make the 

wrong decisions. Quick tip: The bulk 

of your meal should include vegetables, 

with one carbohydrate and protein 

source. You only need to double protein 

if you are seriously active. Lo Mein noo-

dles are high in fat and contain mostly 

refined carbohydrates, meaning they do 

not give your body any lasting energy. 

Egg rolls, although small, are deceiv-

ingly high in fat, sodium and calories. 

Make healthier meal decisions on cam-

pus with these staples and add whatever 

veggies you like. 

Sourdough bread: 124 calories

Provolone cheese: 82 calories

Grilled chicken breast: 93 calories

Total calories: 299

Total fat: 9.5g

Cholesterol: 65mg

Sodium: 550mg

Total carbohydrates: 23g

Protein: 26g

When dining in Noyer, it may be 

convenient to reach for fried mozzarella 

sticks or onion rings for a side. However, 

a hearty salad can make you feel just as 

full without the fatigue and “too full to 

function” feeling that follows fried food. 

If you want to eat a hot sandwich, try 

grilled chicken on sourdough, instead 

of a traditional cheeseburger. Grilled 

chicken is low in saturated and total fat 

and high in protein, which will keep you 

full longer. 

Feta cheese, grilled chicken breast, broc-

coli, cucumbers, cherry tomatoes, mush-

rooms, green/red/yellow peppers and 

raspberry walnut vinaigrette dressing. 

Total calories: 312

Total fat: 20.5g

Cholesterol: 50mg

Sodium: 375mg

Total carbohydrates: 6g

Protein: 14g

Spinning Salads might seem like the 

healthiest choice at Woodworth, but 

it’s possible to create a salad that has 

a high calorie count equivalent to a 

greasy cheeseburger. High-fat dressings, 

cured meat (such as pepperoni), and 

any breaded topping (such as croutons) 

should be approached with caution. 
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EAT this

EAT this

EAT this

Not that

not that
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Boo Radley 

(Turkey, avocado, bacon, spinach, Swiss, 

tomato and mayo) 

Total calories: 495

Total fat: 25.5g

Cholesterol: 51.5mg

Sodium: 1,031.5mg

Total carbohydrates: 66.5g

Protein: 28g 

 

Buffalo Breath Chicken Salad (Full 

Portion)

Total calories: 1,575

Total fat: 119g

Fiber: 10g

Cholesterol: 392mg

Sodium: 4602mg

Total carbohydrates: 66g

Sugars: 18g

Protein: 57g

Gyro Pita

Total calories: 560

Total fat: 29g

Fiber: 2g

Cholesterol: 70mg

Sodium: 1,110mg

Total carbohydrates: 49g

Protein: 23g

Turkey Gobbler 

(Turkey, honey walnut cream cheese, 

tomato, cucumber and spinach)

Total calories: 381

Total fat: 12g

Cholesterol: 51mg

Sodium: 880mg

Total carbohydrates: 62g

Protein: 21g

Bison Burger 

Total calories: 614

Total fat: 28g

Fiber: 2g

Cholesterol: 0mg

Sodium: 0mg

Total carbohydrates: 38g

Sugars: 0g

Protein: 52g

EAT this Not that
Blueberry bagel with one 

cream cheese cup

Scrambled eggs and two 

slices of bacon 

Total calories: 615

Total fat: 28g

Cholesterol: 460mg

Sodium: 690mg

Total carbohydrates: 62g

Protein: 27g

Omelet with melted cheddar cheese, 

diced tomatoes and mushrooms

Oatmeal with vanilla yogurt, blueberries 

and strawberries 

Total calories: 367

Total fat: 19g

Cholesterol: 320mg

Sodium: 1050mg

Total carbohydrates: 25g

Protein: 23g 

Our brain and muscles need energy and 

fuel to function properly, especially first 

thing in the morning. It is important to 

choose foods that offer the body energy 

instead of depleting it. 

Oatmeal is a good source of protein, 

fiber, complex carbohydrates and iron. 

The soluble fiber in oatmeal absorbs a 

considerable amount of water, which 

significantly slows down your digestive 

process. The result is that you’ll feel full 

longer.

On the other hand, bagels contain 

refined carbohydrates, which turn into 

sugar during digestion, causing blood 

sugar to spike and then drop. This leaves 

you feeling hungry faster with zero 

energy. 

Chicken Breast Pita

Total calories: 300

Total fat: 4g

Fiber: 2g

Cholesterol: 60mg

Sodium: 630mg

Total carbohydrates: 43g

Protein: 22g
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THE GUIDE // fashion

MEET:  
Clint 
Kearney

Favorite place  
to shop
I like going to Goodwill the first 

Saturday of the month for the 50 

percent off sale. I’ll go in the night 

before and hide stuff in suitcases 

until the next morning.

signature look 
I like pairing colors that no one would 

think of, and I like a lot of layers.

Favorite item in your 
wardrobe now
I have these awesome pairs of 

Levi’s that have bright stitching and 

are bright when I cuff them to show 

my socks. 

Dream clothing item
Redwing boots. They’re super 

sturdy, and some are steel-toed.

Essentials every 
student should have
A good pair of jeans and boots that 

will last a lifetime.

What sets you apart?
I collect a lot of things — a lot of 

pieces like ties (50), watches (7) and 

socks (30).

What message are you 
trying to send others
“Live everyday as if it were on 

purpose.” It’s a quote from “Hitch.” I 

just want to add some purpose to the 

day with my fashion.

year: junior  
major: fashion 
merchandising

year: sophomore 
Major: history education

“I don’t want 
to be like 
everyone else, 
but I’m also 
not trying to 
stand out.”

Shoes: Vans

Socks: Dockers

Jeans: Levi’s

Vest: Gap

Sweatshirt: Target

Tie: Goodwill 

what he’s 
wearing
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story & photos // hayli goode  

MEET:  
samantha 

wilson
year: junior  

major: fashion 
merchandising

Favorite place to shop
I go to Goodwill and Salvation 

Army first. Definitely Forever21 for 

more mainstream stuff. I really like 

boutiques, too.

Signature look
I would say hippie/grunge. I love 

baggy clothes and earth tones – not a 

lot of bright colors.

Favorite item in your 
wardrobe now

I wear this gold and black collar 

necklace from Forever21 literally 

everyday with every outfit.

Dream clothing item
I have been obsessed with the Olsen 

twins for a long time, so anything 

from their fashion line.

Essentials every 
student should have

Cable knit sweaters and a good pair 

of jeans

What sets you apart
I’ve been in two sewing classes now 

and I’m learning to make my own 

clothes, which I like because they’ll 

be one of a kind. 

What message are you 
trying to send others

I want to tell people to be them-

selves. I’m not big on labels; I’m not 

big on brands. Just be who you are 

and people shouldn’t care about your 

clothes.

Dress: Forever 21

Cardigan: Goodwill

Shoes: Etsy

Necklace: Flea Market

Shirt: Hand-me-down

Shorts: Salvation Army

what she’s wearing
“Fashion is important 
because it shows 
your audience who 
you are and your 
personality with 
just a few pieces. 
You get to express 
yourself with it and 
that’s why I love it.”
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s
In an age of individualistic technology, here’s why 
we’re so obsessed with Snapchat and Instagram.

INSTAGRAM
American culture is highly individualistic. According to Dr. 

Melinda Jo Messineo, chairwoman of the Department of So-

ciology and associate professor of sociology, social media helps 

us tap into that individualism by giving us the opportunity to 

present the best version of ourselves to others. Along with the 

desire to present this best-self image, the United States puts a 

lot of emphasis on a Hollywood lifestyle.  

“…You have this drive for individualism and this very strong 

celebrity culture and now you have a technology that makes it 

possible for individuals to be mini-celebrities,” Messineo says. 

Because Instagram users can follow your photos, like them 

and leave a comment, it can elevate your social status.

Instagram also fulfills some of our basic human needs.  

Through users commenting and liking photos, the need 

humans have to belong is fulfilled. 

“We are always seeking points of comparison,” says David 

Austin Chapman, assistant professor of the Department of 

Counseling Psychology and Guidance Services and interim 

director of the M.A. Social Psychology Program.

What Chapman means by this is that we constantly 

compare ourselves to those around us.  It’s in our nature to see 

how we are doing compared to the rest of society.  Through 

Instagram, we get photographic evidence of how we match up 

to the world around us.

SNAPCHAT
Fun fact: the creator of Snapchat originally had every 

photo ever snapped sent to his phone so he could personally 

view them.  Don’t worry; he can’t do that anymore. How-

ever, photos are still kept on Snapchat’s server, so techni-

cally they never fully disappear. With Snapchat, they only 

stay on your phone’s screen long enough for your friends to 

have a good laugh. 

Snapchat is also popular because it doesn’t leave a view-

able digital footprint, which Messineo says people are start-

ing to become more sensitive to. 

Through Snapchat, we can take photos of our weird and 

crazy ways and only let the people we choose see them for 

a few seconds before it disappears.  In other words, college 

students can send drunken photos without worrying about 

them being recovered — unless, of course, the receiver takes 

a screenshot. This comes as a relief for those who want 

to preserve their online reputation and avoid damaging 

repercussions.

Apps like Instagram and Snapchat are popular because 

they tug at the strings of our sociological and psychological 

being. They also make us feel important or like we belong. 

However, even though they meet our fundamental human 

needs, we still might want to be mindful of what we broad-

cast to the world.

martphones give users the ability to capture a moment anywhere and at anytime. Whether 

capturing a puppy or one of your best friend’s recent bar-crawl adventures, which then ends 

up on BSUMakeouts’ Twitter feed, apps like Instagram let users instantly share their photos 

with anyone via social media. And if the moment is a little too risqué to be included in the social 

stratosphere, Snapchat allows users to share photos only for a few seconds before they disappear.  

But what makes narcissistic apps like Instagram and Snapchat so popular? Or in Snapchat’s 

case, what is it about a photo that goes away after a few seconds that makes us willing to take 

embarrassing photos of ourselves?

You’re so Vain
story // joe ruley         PHOTOS // brianna eikenberry

You probably think this story’s about you, don’t you? 
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1. AMARO
The ‘50s is your favorite 
decade.

2. rise
you’re optimism radiates 
like the sun.

3. willow
you wish you were the 
star of a film noir. 

4. kelvin
You’d rather live in the 
days of peace, love and 
woodstock. 

5. sierra
daydreaming is your 
hobby.

6. lo-fi
you prefer classics like 
frank sinatra over drizzy 
drake.

7. early bird
you own cowboy boots 
and a spittoon. 

8. sutro
you lust for a man like 
edward cullen. 

what your 
filter says 
about you

1

3

5

7

2

4

6

8
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TECH 
TOOLSGet Fit

story // Kaleigh sheahan     
PHOTOS // provided

1 wackiest
TrekDesk
Price: $500
For those trying to sneak in a little cardio 

between business calls, the TrekDesk is for you. 

The treadmill is equipped with many features 

to enhance your workspace: adjustable desk 

height settings, scratch-resistant surface, filing 

organization and even cup holders. 

Sometimes it’s hard enough just to get up and go to the gym. So why make your workout 

any more challenging than it needs to be? Here are some of the hottest gadgets that can 

make reaching your fitness goals a little bit easier—no gym required. 
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UWaterG4
Price: $60
Wish you had some musical motivation to help 

you power through those last few laps in the pool? 

Now it’s possible. The UWaterG4 is a walnut-

sized waterproof MP3 player. Its small size allows 

you to clip it on your goggles, cap or suit and not 

have to worry about those chunky armbands 

and waterproof cases. It’s even equipped with a 

flotation device, just in case it falls off while you 

channel your inner-Michael Phelps. 

Key Features:
• Waterproof guaranteed (up to 10 feet)

• 4GB of memory (about 1,000 songs)

• 6-8 hour battery life

Timex Marathon GPS 
Price: $125
You don’t have to run marathons to love the 

Timex Marathon GPS. This watch allows 

athletes to track their speed, distance and energy 

expenditure. It also has one of the highest ratings 

based on its affordability and high-quality 

features. It does all the work for you — well, all 

but the running. 

Key Features:
• 8-hour battery life

• Records up to 30 workouts

• GPS enabled

• Automatically records lap splits

• In-workout alarm capability

CARDIO

HAPIFORK
Price: $99
If you’re looking for a way to improve your health, but want to skip 

the gym, the HAPIfork might do the trick. This kitchen utensil was 

originally designed for medical use to inhibit weight gain, put an end 

to digestive problems and reduce the risks gastric surgery can cause. 

The fork records how long it takes you to finish a meal, how many 

bites you take per minute and the average interval between your bites. 

It also uses light indicators to warn you when you’re eating too fast.

2 couch potato

Motorola MotoAtcv
Price: $199
This GPS watch and MP3 player replaces the need for a 

personal trainer by calculating the data of your workout 

while recording songs that help you push through your 

hardest reps. After recording the data from previous 

workouts, the MP3 player can create a personalized 

playlist based on the tunes that help take your workout to 

the next level.

4 weight training

Key Features:
• Touch screen

•  Downloadable data 

capabilities

• GPS enabled

3
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Tastes of the Village To-Go
From the gooey warmth of fresh-baked cookies to the mouthwatering taste of gourmet pizza, The Village offers endless flavors  

to hungry taste buds. Best of all, these irresistible tastes will personally come to you at your own convenience. 

How was Insomnia Cookies 
delivering business 
founded?
Seth Berkowitz started this in 2003 

out of [his] dorm room at UPenn, and 

from there it just formed into Insomnia 

Cookies. Now we open up two stores a 

month on or around college campuses 

like Ball State and IU.

Why did the company come 
to Muncie?
I think we’re bringing new life to 

Muncie… to the whole downtown area. 

It’s bringing people back again and 

making them more excited to be down in 

The Village area.

What was opening day like?
The first day that we opened we did 

about 175 deliveries. On average, we 

bake about 3,000 cookies a day, and that’s 

not even including the brownies and all 

the ice cream. 

What makes Insomnia 
Cookies unique?
I definitely think the late night aspect is 

what makes us stand apart. We’re open 

until 3 a.m. and the fact that we also 

deliver until 3 a.m. is a lot different than 

your typical bakery. The cookies are kept 

in a warmer so even when we deliver 

they’re going to be moist and fresh — 

they’re never just sitting around.

How involved is this 
business with Ball State?
We do a lot of work with campus 

organizations and working with the 

community. We do a lot of charitable 

donations and in-house donation days 

to help different organizations raise 

money. A big part of what we do is 

working with those organizations and 

getting them cookies for events and 

helping students out.

Insomnia Cookies

Marketing Manager//renee Sarnecky

story // aiste manfredini & jessica knox     photos // stephanie tarrant

walking in 
the village at 
night might spark 
a suppressed 
appetite with 
speedy, late night 
options like 
insomnia, greeks, 
and pita pit.
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Who founded greek’s?
Chris Karamesines founded Greek’s  

in 1979.

Does delivery generate 
most of the income for 
Greek’s?
We still depend on in-house orders 

instead of delivery.

Most popular order?
A large pepperoni pizza and breadsticks. 

Strombolis (pizza shells) are also a 

popular choice. 

What makes Greek’s 
Pizzeria unique?
Our food is fresh every day; the dough, 

sauce and all the quality ingredients are 

made fresh. The atmosphere also helps 

people notice the history of Greek’s and 

reflects the tradition of the business.

On average, how many pizzas 
does Greek’s make a day?
We make about 40 medium pizzas and 

about 75 large pizzas on busier nights.

Greek’s Pizza
manager //  
bryan burke

What do you do as a 
business to ensure “freaky 
fast deliveries?”
With the fact that the sandwiches don’t 

need time to cook or anything, and that 

our delivery area is small, most orders get 

delivered within 10 minutes of ordering. 

There’s also pressure on the drivers to be fast. 

If you were to receive 
a traffic ticket, who is 
responsible for paying it?
There’s a timer on the computers in the 

store that records how long each delivery 

takes, and there can be repercussions if 

it takes too long. If I were to get a ticket, 

it would be my responsibility to pay it, 

because the “official” position of Jimmy 

John’s is to not rush the deliveries while 

driving, even though the managers make it 

into a competition based on speed. 

What is your most popular 
order?
Probably the No. 4: Turkey Tom or No. 9: 

Italian Night Club

driver // 
carson royer

jimmy john’s

How was Pita Pit founded?
The Pita Pit was started in 1995 in 

Ontario, Canada by two gentlemen 

looking to offer a healthy late-night 

alternative to McDonald’s and Taco Bell. 

The first Pita Pit in the United States was 

located in Syracuse, N.Y.

have there been any crazy 
food delivery moments?
We get all kinds of crazy stuff. People 

answer their doors with nothing but their 

underwear on and think we’re the cops 

when knocking on the door. People often 

try to tip with alcoholic beverages or 

other illegal substances when they don’t 

have money for a tip. 

What makes Pita Pit unique? 
We offer a lot more vegan and vegetarian 

options than most restaurants anywhere. 

The pita bread itself is a great option due 

to the low-carb ingredients. Most of all, 

customers get to customize their pitas 

anyway they’d like.

Pita Pit
Manager // 
Tyler Hurst

Driver // 
Jake Lewis
What’s your favorite thing 
on the menu?
Chicken Souvlaki: Greek-marinated 

chicken inside a pita with custom 

toppings.

What is your most 
memorable food delivery 
experience? 
During on semester there was a guy who 

opened the door for a delivery and had 

a friend next to him passed out on 

the floor, he was so hammered, 

just drunk and naked. 

Once, someone also 

offered us shots at the 

front door.

ever wake up 
and forget where 
all your singles 
went? no, you 
didn’t dream 
that club lulu, 
but at least you 
remembered to tip!
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Flying South  
Without Leaving Home

you can handle the truth

The words “spring break” embody a multitude of 

feelings and images. Some picture warm beaches 

and tropical locales, while others might cringe 

thinking about the crazy college mistakes they made 

within the walls of some sleazy tiki shack. No mat-

ter what your history is, if you have spent a Spring 

Break taking refuge from the cold Midwestern 

weather in the sweet warmth of the South, you are 

better-off than many of your peers. 

That’s right, a lot of people cannot partake in wild 

spring break adventures and must suffer in silence 

at home. If that’s you, don’t let the week pass you 

by. When you drive to your frigid hometown come 

March, be prepared to live that week to the fullest.

Your first priority is to stock up on 

proper refreshments, which will require 

a blender and ample amounts of ice and 

tequila. Trust me, everything in your bor-

ing neighborhood will seem more interest-

ing after a few margaritas, and if not, there’s 

always the chance you will curl up in front of a 

space heater and pass out. Your skin will probably 

look like fresh sizzling bacon, but at least you’ll be a 

trendsetter.

Which brings you to your next Spring Break 

activity: tanning. Who doesn’t want to arrive back 

at school with a sun-kissed glow? Well if you’re stay-

ing at home, you have to get crafty, because the sun 

tends to hide behind cement-colored clouds during 

March. Want an alternative? Set up a lawn chair 

on your porch or deck and allow the snow-covered 

ground to reflect what little sunlight breaks free 

from the sky onto your pale, translucent skin. This 

may not be a model situation or even a good idea, 

but it’s your only option.

Finally, spring break would not be complete with-

out fun times with friends. Invite others to join you 

for some margaritas while tanning on your porch. 

It won’t be a bustling beach party, but you could 

charge your friends a cover and make a little extra 

cash. And if there’s no one around, just do what 

many lonely people do – make some friends on the 

Internet. These days, plenty of websites allow you 

to pretend to be cooler and less awkward than you 

are. So take a swig of your drink and high-five your 

computer screen, because this year’s spring break at 

home will be the best of your life.

bethany guyer
Major: 
Telecommunications
YEAR: 
Senior 
FUN FACT:
I’ve memorized the 
personal life section 
of many celebrity 
wikipedia pages.
Follow bethany  
@bethanyfarts

illustration //  
stephanie 
meredith
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In Defense of 
Honest Journalism

narrative of a news nerd

Stephanie 
Tarrant
Major: 
Photojournalism
YEAR: Senior
FUN FACT: I am the  
reigning queen of 
chili, soups and dips.
Follow stephanie 
@stephtyrant

illustration // 
Ricardo Lopez

For some reason when I’m back home, the blue-collar 

response to a degree in journalism means, “Oh, so you 

want to be on the news.”

I cringe every time I hear it.

 The thing is, I don’t think the junk they watch is 

newsworthy, let alone journalistic storytelling at all, and 

I could never see myself working in broadcast. 

I think back to ‘96. I was six years old, I rode bus No. 

6, and my kindergarten teacher told me I was going to be 

a writer. I never forgot it.

Fast forward to 2009. My high school yearbook staff 

named me journalism nerd of the year, and now I’m 

looking at my last two semesters of news and journalism 

courses. As photo editor of Ball Bearings, photojournal-

ism is exactly what I want to be doing. 

When I’m writing or shooting, I look for details and 

what makes the story important. Yet, as I continue refin-

ing the way I think of news, I can’t help but question the 

news values defined by professors in class.

Proximity. Impact. Conflict. Timeliness. Prominence. 

Emotion. Uniqueness. 

What about precision? Informative and thought-

provoking? Shouldn’t those be somewhere?

I constantly think about what mainstream media and 

local newspapers cover as news. The first time I saw the 

comparison of TIME magazine in the United States to 

the covers of European, Asian and South Pacific ver-

sions, I was shocked. Why? The U.S. editions featured 

completely different types of stories. 

For example, the cover story of the U.S. edition in 

December of 2011 was about “chore wars” between 

husbands and wives, while Europe, Asia and South 

Pacific versions featured a cover story titled “Travels 

Through Islam.”

Then I think of how these stories are covered, and 

wonder, “Why are hard news stories so difficult to 

read?” Journalists hold a responsibility to inform and 

teach. I think about my future in journalism, and the 

present day news coverage is not efficient, accurate or 

honest. I find myself questioning my confidence in the 

current world of journalism. 

After the Sandy Hook shooting, I realized how easy 

it must have been to broadcast the fabricated stories of 

locals in the area, simply because we wanted to hear an 

immediate explanation. Social media fixates on who can 

tell the story first, allowing anyone with Internet access 

to become a citizen journalist. 

We’re living in a scary place where the need for im-

mediacy trumps the value of accuracy, where television 

station ratings and revenue dictate content. 

Am I the only one left who really wants to know 

why gun control agendas are being pushed so quickly? 

Does anyone still question the war on terror? Is anyone 

concerned that our generation will have to pick up the 

pieces of the current debt crisis? 

We are a civic-minded, quick and connected genera-

tion. The more we shift our focus toward the Kardashi-

ans and away from intellectuality, the more unaware our 

society becomes. Let us not forget to educate ourselves, 

and as journalists, educate others. 

?
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insights

Moments of

impact
A Middle Eastern student faces persecution for his Christian 
faith with perseverance, in hopes of finding a new life where 
he is accepted for what he believes. 
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Due to personal reasons, the author of this 

story chose to remain anonymous.

envision my life as a watercolor painting, not 

yet complete. Each drop of paint represents 

the moments of impact that create the por-

trait of my life. 

I make sense of my world through these 

moments; by these dates that are etched 

into my memory. While these moments will 

forever linger in my mind, they do not define 

me. Instead, they remind me that I’m not 

where I was, but that I’m also not where I’m 

supposed to be just yet. 

Christians like myself in the Middle East 

have experienced a history of these mo-

ments: moments of sacrifice, courage and 

loss. Churches have been bombed, leaving 

bodies unrecognizable, while other churches 

have been completely burned to the ground. 

Christian protestors that speak out against 

these horrific crimes have been killed in the 

street, run over by military vehicles. 

I knew that my moment would soon come, 

where I would also be unjustly punished 

simply because my beliefs didn’t reflect those 

of the world around me. 

And when I was 15 years old, I experi-

enced one of these unforgettable moments in 

Egypt. The memories still surface, reminding 

me of Thursday, Oct. 18, 2003, the day that 

everything changed.

I slowly crept forward to the edge of my 

cold, metal chair as I felt my teacher hover 

over my shoulder. 

He shouted my name, sending shivers up 

and down my spine. 

I



The eyes of my 80 classmates all shot up at 

once. I could feel their gazes fixed on me from all 

corners of the room. 

“Why aren’t you finished?” my teacher de-

manded. 

“Just five more minutes and I’ll be done,” I re-

plied in a hesitant tone. “We still have 25 minutes 

of class left.” 

“How dare you even answer me!” my teacher 

shouted. 

As I felt my body tremble with anger, deep 

down I knew why he was doing this. In a sea of 

Muslim students and professors, my Christian 

name identified me with one of the earliest Chris-

tian popes in our country, threatening everything 

my teacher stood for and every religious principle 

the Middle East was built upon. 

Before I even had a chance to put my pencil 

back on the paper, my teacher struck me across 

the face. 

Nobody moved, nobody even tried to help me. 

Eighty students just watched as tears streamed 

across the hot-pink handprint he had tattooed 

across my cheek. For the next 20 minutes, my 

teacher and his colleague kicked me, punched me 

and cursed my family and my faith. 

In that brief moment, all of the Christian values 

that my parents taught me since I was young 

didn’t seem to add up. I didn’t understand why 

the merciful God I had read about in Bible stories 

would let this happen. I couldn’t make sense of a 

world that hated me simply for what I believed.  

When I returned home, my mother and I 

immediately went to the police station to file a 

report. However, the police officer warned us that 

if we went through with the report, it would look 

as if I was trying to start a fight between Muslims 

and Christians. The consequences of this could 

mean that I would be sent to National Security, 

a place known for interrogation and torture. My 

friends and I knew it as a place where you could 

be “banished behind the sun.” 

After hearing this, I decided not to file the 

report. I walked out of the police station feeling 

defeated and helpless, as if the bruises cover-

ing my body were invisible to the unjust world 

around me. 

From that day on, I vowed to keep my head 

down and my mouth shut for the next two years 

of high school until I could get out of that place. I 

needed a fresh start — a chance to set my life into 

a new direction. 

So at the age of 17, I packed up my former life 

and headed to my country’s capital to attend col-

lege, where I would study electronics engineering. 

I thought if I separated myself from the pain with 

enough miles, that maybe the memories of perse-

cution and isolation would fade into the distance.

But I couldn’t have been more naïve. 

Once again, my name plagued me, giving others 

a perception of my identity before I even opened 

my mouth. My physics teacher watched as I 

tirelessly worked to achieve an A in his class, yet 

failed me on every assignment, while giving my 

peers As. I failed his class five times, which set me 

back two years from my original graduation date. 

My dream to receive a degree and flee to a place 

where I was accepted seemed nearly impossible. 

These moments of impact kept coming, knock-

ing me down and further away from the new life I 

was desperately searching for. 

And then on Dec. 8, 2008, I received a call 

saying that my friends’ bus, which I was supposed 

to be on, had crashed in the middle of their trip, 

leaving 13 of them dead. Three of those students 

were my best friends—literally the only people in 

the world that I felt I could count on to under-

stand my plight. If I hadn’t felt isolated and alone 

before, I was now helpless.

Ten months later, my mom passed away after 

three years of health complications. With my 

siblings in distant countries and an even more 

distant relationship with my father, I felt like I 

was burying my mother alone as I stood within a 

crowd of people in front of her tombstone.

The last picture I have of my mother is during 

one of her weakest moments. She was so sick that 

she could barely move without losing her breath. 

But, as she tried to walk through our living room, 

I remember her stopping in front of a picture of 

Jesus that we had hanging on our wall. 

“God, I’m in so much pain,” she said while chok-

ing through her words. “But thank you anyways, 

God.”

In that moment, I wanted to be thankful despite 

my suffering, just like my mom. But for now, it 

seemed unrealistic.  

I had lost my education, friends and now my 

own mother. I had lost everything but my faith. 

Denouncing my faith was never an option 

during these dark times. I knew that’s what my 

persecutors wanted from me, and I wasn’t going to 

let them win. But slowly I began to believe that I 

was who they said I was: a failure, an outcast, and 

even lower than the animals. God quickly became 

the target of my bitterness and anger because I 

had been taught that he would never forsake me, 

yet he had never seemed further away. 
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“I REALIZED THAT WITH A SINGLE STAMP 
ON A PIECE OF PAPER THIS WOMAN 

COULD BRING ME A STEP CLOSER TO THE 
LIFE I HAD ALWAYS DREAMED OF.”

With nothing left to lose, I began to look for a 

way out of the Middle East. If I didn’t escape, I 

feared that I would continue to spiral into despair 

and isolation. 

And that’s when it happened: The moment that 

saved my life.  On April 28, 2010, I walked into 

the local U.S. Embassy and submitted my ap-

plication for an American visa, knowing that the 

chances of a Middle Eastern 21-year-old male ac-

tually receiving one weren’t likely. As the woman 

reviewing my application began to question me 

about my paperwork, it became even clearer that I 

was going to be denied. 

The woman reviewing my application stared 

at me inquisitively for a few seconds and my 

heart felt like it was going to beat out of my chest. 

Suddenly, I realized that with a single stamp on a 

piece of paper this woman could bring me a step 

closer to the life I had always dreamed of. 

Her mouth began to crack into a smile as she 

grabbed the stamp and looked down. 

“Your visa has been accepted,” she said. 

Tears began to fill my eyes and all I could seem 

to say was, “What?” 

My history of suffering slowly began to make 

sense. I couldn’t understand before, but now I 

knew why God had let my teacher fail me five 

times over the course of two years. The only rea-

son I had been accepted for the visa was because 

I still had one year of undergraduate study left. 

Without failing my physics class, I would’ve 

already graduated and been denied the visa. 

The pain had a purpose.

On June 8, 2010, I boarded a plane to New York 

City. I arrived at John F. Kennedy International 

Airport with only $1,070 to my name and no clue 

how to get to my assigned destination of Wild-

wood, N.J. 

As I stepped out of the airport and onto the 

crowded city streets, I never felt so overwhelmed, 

yet so hopeful for the new life that awaited me. 

Wildwood is where everything changed for me. 

I got a summer job and became close friends with 

a group of Ball State students who were there on 

a mission trip with Campus Crusade for Christ 

(CRU). I’m not going to lie and say that I didn’t 

suffer working below minimum wage jobs and 

16-hour days, but it was also where people finally 

accepted me and gave me the love I had been 

searching for. 

The following summer, I joined my new friends 

back in Muncie, Ind., where I live today. I finally 

had the new life I had been waiting on for years. 

My circumstances here are far from perfect as I 

compare my life to those around me. I am a full-

time student at Ivy Tech and I work full-time as a 

patient transporter in order to pay for my classes. 

I don’t have a family here to help me with my 

finances; therefore I can’t afford Ball State. I sleep 

very little in the midst of trying to balance it all. 

I say this to acknowledge that my life is still very 

painful. But in these moments, I think about the 

millions of people that are still going through perse-

cution, and then I’m reminded of how blessed I am.  

Time has taught me that without my moments 

of pain, I wouldn’t know how to persevere. 

And without feeling like an outcast, I wouldn’t 

understand that it’s OK that I’m still different 

from those around me. And without being beaten 

publicly, I wouldn’t understand what it was like 

for my Savior to be publicly killed on a cross. 

Maybe these moments of impact aren’t always 

there to improve our lives, but God uses them to 

improve our perspective. Maybe they’re meant to 

prepare us for the moment that changes our life. 

My life isn’t what it once was, but it’s also not 

yet where I want it to be. And although I could 

count the many years of persecution as my demise, 

instead I count it as the beginning of the portrait 

of my life, not yet complete. 
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blown to pieces
single tear slides down Emily Koerner’s cheek as she stands on the pieces of broken 

glass, mounds of dirt and piles of hay that lay where her house used to stand.

She breathes in the piercing winter air and thinks about the familiar smell of cake 

that used to linger in that exact same spot. But memories of the explosion, which 

killed John and Jennifer Longworth, injured 12 others and caused roughly $4 million 

in residential damage, are all that come to mind.

Emily, who is a 20-year-old traveling missionary, has visited the lot six times since 

Nov. 10, 2012, the night that forever changed the Richmond Hill neighborhood land-

scape and the lives of the people who call it home. 

Months have gone by, but for Emily, the images of what happened that night stay 

with her, even though she doesn’t like to think about it often.

“I’ve tried to keep my life as normal as possible since the explosion,” Emily says. “I don’t 

like to talk about it. You’re actually only the second person I’ve allowed to interview me.”

At first glance, as we pulled into the neighborhood on the south side of Indianapo-

lis, the Richmond Hill community Emily grew up in looked like any other standard 

American community.

Earlier that day at Starbucks, Emily reminisced about her childhood, laughing at 

how the neighborhood boys would chase her and her friends with squirt guns and wa-

ter balloons around the houses that led to the community pool. Now, walking through 

the bulldozed lots, that bubbly personality has vanished.

The Koerner’s, who custom designed and built their home in Richmond Hill in 

2000, were one of the first families to live there.

“Even at a young age, there was always this amazing community,” she says. 

Looking down Fieldfare Way today, the epicenter of the explosion, in the middle of 

the neighborhood, it’s hard for Emily to picture such a carefree time.

Cinder blocks, pots and pans, children’s toys and random clothing items litter the 

cement foundations of the more than 30 homes that have already been demolished. 

Burned-out cars lie in shambles in a few spots, making the site seem ghost-like.  

“All I know is that the Lord protected us,” Emily says. “No, restoration won’t happen 

overnight, but we’ve experienced something no one else has, and that has united us.”

story // lauren hardy
PHOTOS // kaleigh sheahan, Indianapolis Star & WTHR Chopper13

After an intentional explosion physically tore an Indianapolis 
community apart, neighbors unite, looking toward recovery.
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Around 10 on the night of the explosion, Nov. 10, 

2012, Emily pulled into 8332 Alcoa Drive and walked 

inside to find her mom, Vicky, getting ready for bed and 

her dad, John, sound asleep in the loft. After brushing 

her teeth, she sat on the downstairs couch to watch the 

final scenes of the movie, “The Last Song.”

Fifteen minutes later, a deafening boom shredded 

through and violently shook the house. What she 

thought was thunder, Emily quickly realized was 

something else as she looked down to discover she was 

covered in glass. On the house’s main level, the TV had 

cracked; the glass table had shattered; drywall lined the 

floor from the house beam, which had shifted from the 

blast; kitchen cabinets and broken dishes laid strewn 

across the floor.

“Every window in the house broke, except for the 

six I was sitting under, which also happened to be the 

closest to the explosion,” she recalls, shaking her head 

in disbelief.

Now sobbing, Emily pulled the lime green blanket off 

her body and started to walk on the broken shards of 

debris that were scattered across the living room floor. 

From her backyard screen door, which had also blown 

in, she noticed a nearby house was leveled. 

The horror of that moment is still hard for her to de-

scribe: fire raging, sparks and debris flying, sirens blar-

ing, people screaming and crying, the smell of smoke 

spreading thick in the air. As her mother remembers, “It 

was like a war zone.”

During this chaos, Emily’s brother Michael, who was 

turning onto their street when the explosion happened, 

ran toward the explosion site where he heard screaming 

from the house next to ground zero. There he found 

a little girl covered in blood — trapped by 3-4 feet of 

debris from a wall that had blown in. 

A million things ran through his mind as he tried to 

figure out what was happening: Were a series of bombs 

being set off? Was it a terrorist attack? Who else was 

injured? 

But he didn’t panic. With the help of another man, 

the 17 year old rescued the girl before responders were 

even on the scene. 

“If there were heroes in this, the neighborhood [and] 

the neighbors were them in my opinion,” says Kevin 

Bacon, deputy chief of Emergency Operations for the 

Indianapolis Fire Department. “I don’t think we will 

ever know how many acts of heroism and kindness they 

did for each other.”

According to Bacon, despite the fact that no one knew 

for sure what was going on, the Richmond Hill com-

munity was not only cooperative, but also appreciative 

and helpful. 

“You realize this is the worst time of these folks’ lives,” 

he says. “They could have been a very hostile crowd, 

and they were not.”

In the months since the explosion, which investiga-

tors say was orchestrated by Monserrate Shirley, Robert 

Leonard and Mark Leonard to collect nearly $300,000 

remnants 
from the 
blast  
still clutter 
the demolished 
landscape 
of the 
richmond hill 
neighborhood.
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in insurance money, the recovery process is still in its 

early stages. Some houses have yet to be demolished as 

families negotiate with insurance companies. 

Yet in this waiting process, the community remains 

optimistic, even creating a Richmond Hill Facebook 

support page, where residents can share information, 

start prayer chains, discussion boards, etc.

“Good things came out of this, even though it’s been 

a really awful situation,” says Morgan McCllelan, a 

Franklin College student whose family’s house was 

severely damaged.

The McCllelan’s house did not have to be demolished, 

but they’ve felt the burden of that night in a much 

different way. According to McCllelan, her family felt 

guilty that they still had a home over the holidays. This 

helpless feeling, as she describes it, was experienced 

most on Christmas morning. Although they were able to 

open presents and keep family traditions alive, so many 

others in their community could not.

The Koerner’s are just one of the many families who 

couldn’t spend the holidays in their own home. On 

Dec. 4, 2012, Vicky and her son, Michael, watched a 

demolition team tear down their home. In 2000, it took 

nearly five months to build, but on that day it took only 

50 minutes for it to be leveled.

“It was two-fold,” Vicky says. “When you are seeing 

11 years of your life being demolished in front of you, 

it’s very sad. But we’re thankful to be alive. The things 

we couldn’t replace we have, and that’s our kids.”

Similarly, throughout this entire experience, Emily 

has not preoccupied herself with thoughts about the 

physical possessions they have lost.  She says the only 

thing that mattered to her that night was that her family 

and neighbors were OK. 

Though the majority of the community has healed 

physically, it’s the emotional scars that have left a 

deeper impact.

On Thanksgiving 2012, Emily drove to Kroger to buy 

the ingredients for the corn casserole and pumpkin pie 

she was in charge of making for the family dinner. She 

approached the checkout lane and handed the cashier 

her card, not thinking anything of the trip. But as she 

watched the canned corn, vanilla, cinnamon, herbs and 

other spices ride down the conveyor belt, her eyes filled 

with tears, and she collapsed onto the floor.

Nearly everything the cashier had scanned would 

have been in the pantry of her old house. It’s little de-

tails like these that remind Emily of home, causing her 

to grieve. Even the new residence her family leases is a 

daily reminder that things will never be the same.

Rachelle Vaughn, Morgan McCllelan’s sister, doesn’t 

know if there will ever be a “normal” for the neighbor-

hood again. Everywhere she looks is a reminder of 

what’s been lost. 

However, despite the many hardships they’ve faced, 

the McCllelans, Koerners, and the entire Richmond 

Hill community is slowly recovering, finding comfort in 

sharing one another’s sorrows. They recognize, even af-

ter this story has faded from the headlines, the recovery 

process will linger on.

“It’s not that I can’t find comfort in the new house, it’s 

just that when something is ripped away from you, it 

takes time to re-establish that comfort,” Emily says.

The Koerners are still negotiating with the insurance 
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around 70 
richmond hill 
residents 
participated in a 
luminary walk 
to  reunite as a 
community once 
again.

company, but they hope to rebuild in the exact same 

spot by March. According to Vicky, the family chose 

to stay because of their community, which has pulled 

together as a result of this disaster.

On Dec. 22, 2012, two days after Shirley and the 

Leonard brothers were arrested, the Richmond Hill 

neighborhood organized a Luminary Walk, which they 

plan to do again on the one-year anniversary of the 

explosion.

For many families, it was their first night in the neigh-

borhood since the explosion. Though it was a solemn 

event, the walk was a symbolic way for them to come 

together, look at the damage and begin to find healing.

Starting at the neighborhood park, Michael, Emily, 

Vicky and John Koerner, along with around 70 people 

grabbed a white sandwich bag to carry with them. Each 

bag, including those lining the walk’s path, held a little 

candle. Though the sun was fading fast, the parade of 

candles lit up the darkness that had started to swallow 

the neighborhood. 

As the walk ended back at the 

park where it began, neighbors 

joined hands around a heart of 

candles for a moment of silence. 

At the heart’s center were two special 

candles, in memory of the Longworths. 

After a minute, the crowd began to sing Silent 

Night. The lyrics “all is calm; all is bright” began to 

hum throughout the neighborhood, perfectly symboliz-

ing the hope that flickered in the community that night. 

The explosion may have been filled with desperate 

screams and chaos, but for now, silence and peace had 

taken their place. For Emily, restoration and closure 

started to seem like more of a possibility. 

She glanced into the distance as they sang, seeing the 

sign that now hangs over the neighborhood’s swing set 

where she used to play. She read the words “United 

We Stand,” and felt comfort knowing that as Richmond 

Hill’s journey of healing continues, their lives will 

remain tethered in a way like never before. 

-Emily koerner

“WHEN SOMETHING IS RIPPED AWAY 
FROM YOU, IT TAKES TIME TO  

RE-ESTABLISH THAT COMFORT.”



ith tribal paint 

staining his 

sweat-ridden 

face, 26-year-old 

bassist Kevin Ray smiles as he 

looks out into A Crowd of 

fans, friends and family.  As 

the last note of the song 

reverberates against the 

walls of the Deluxe Theater 

in downtown Indianapolis, 

the audience erupts with 

applause. 

moon

story // Catherine Greis
PHOTOS // stephanie tarrant

shoot for the

BSU alumnus takes a chance  
and Lands center stage w i th band .
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Ray never thought his band, Walk the 

Moon, would play to sold-out crowds, be featured 

on MTV’s “Unplugged,” and perform live on 

“Late Night with David Letterman.” But, just a 

little more than two years after graduating from 

Ball State, Ray joins his band on their first-ever 

headlining show in Indiana. 

“You all have no idea how much this night 

means to me,” Ray says to the audience. “I’m 

speechless.”

The crowd erupts again, jumping to the beat as 

the first few notes of their song “Tightrope” begin 

to play.

But before there were sold-out crowds and 

electric guitars, there was Ray’s grandmother 

and a piano. From the time he was old enough to 

move his fingers, she taught him how to play. And 

although his experience with the instrument was 

short-lived, Ray says it was his grandmother, not 

the piano, who sparked his passion for music.

“She was pretty hardcore, but she is still one of 

my favorite people ever, and even though I hated 

piano lessons, I still loved music,” Ray says. “So 

she instilled in me the love for classical music.”

He spent time with a wide variety of instru-

ments including the violin and the drums before 

he finally found his love for the guitar at 13. 

Music slowly began to become his life. However, 

after graduating high school, Ray decided to study 

physics or biology. He toured Ball State’s science 

department, trying to picture himself as a student 

walking the halls of Cooper. But when the tour 

guide offered to show Ray the new recording 

studios on campus, he couldn’t refuse. It only took 

a second for him to realize it was where he needed 

to be.

“I didn’t even think about anything else for 

the next month. I was, of course, thinking of my 

grandmother and how she would just love it if I 

was in music school,” Ray says.

So Ray made the bold decision to move from his 

hometown in Columbus, Ohio, and come to Ball 

State to study music technology, with a minor in 

digital media.

He specialized in classical guitar, which he 

credits for preparing him to later play bass. Made 

countless attempts trying to break into   music 

scene. He started a few bands and performed at 

Doc’s Music Hall once or twice a week. However, 

this was also a time that involved some of the most 

embarrassing experiences of his life, he says. 

“At least in college, I personally didn’t think 

that I was a performing musician of any level, so 

trying to start my own bands was a complete shot 

in the dark and I failed miserably,” Ray says with 

a laugh.

During his summers, Ray worked at what he 

thought would be a musician’s dream job. For 

three years, he toured with the world’s biggest art-

ists working behind the scenes to help perfect the 

sound of their live show. However, he was losing 

his passion, and although he worked in the music 

industry, the job showed Ray that he needed to do 

something else—something greater. 

Immediately after  graduating from Ball State in 

December 2009, Ray got a call from his child-

hood friend, Nicholas Petricca, who was looking 

for someone to help kick-start his band, Walk the 

Moon, in Cincinnati. Eager to be a part of some-

thing new, Ray agreed to play bass for the band.

He helped propel the band to finish their first 

unsigned album, “I Want, I Want,” which inde-

pendently debuted in 2010. It started creating 

a buzz outside the borders of Ohio and things 

started to become very real for the four-piece 

band.

Between working with the guys in Walk the 

Moon and touring the country with his “dream 

job,” Ray came to another crossroads.

“I remember my parents picking me up from the 

airport and I just said, ‘I am not having fun.’ I was 

completely exhausted, so I just decided to walk 

away from my dream job,” Ray says.

Ray decided to take a chance putting all his 

efforts into Walk the Moon. Exactly three months 

later, a management company picked up the band 

and signed them to RCA Records. They played 

main stages at various music festivals like Bonna-

roo in Tennessee and Lollapalooza in Chicago, 

gaining passionate fans at each stop.

Even with his newfound stardom, Ray and the 

rest of the band focused on their live show and 

established a following of fans that was unique 

to the band. The tribal paint used in the filming 

of the music video for their first single, “Anna 

Sun,” created a fun expression of youth and life. 

The tribal paint is now a staple for Walk the 

Moon. 

“We thought it was just a great way to all come 

together and express yourself,” Ray says. “It was 
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walk the moon  @walkthemoonband

really only for the video, but then people started 

to show up at shows with their own face paint and 

it made for such a strong experience once we got 

on stage.”

The tribal paint became a way for fans to con-

nect with the band on a personal level and make 

their live show an experience rather than just 

listening to their music. 

“We like to really impact everyone in the room. 

We want our shows to be a place that you come 

and let all your luggage and insecurities go, and 

just have fun,” Ray says.

This kind of mentality is the driving force be-

hind their success. As a relatively new band, Ray 

still finds his new music career surreal, especially 

hearing his own music on the radio.

“It’s pretty exciting to hear yourself, but also 

frightening,” Ray says. “It’s a way of saying to 

yourself, ‘Okay, this is great that it’s happening, 

but what’s the next stepping stone?’ What can we 

keep doing, because this is exciting?”

The band has moved to their next stepping stone 

on their first headlining tour, selling out venues in 

Germany, Ireland, France and the U.K. For Ray, 

the best part of this tour is seeing the audience 

come together to support the band on this huge 

step in their career.

“People are just proud and excited, and we love 

doing what we do, but it makes it so much more 

rewarding when everyone else is on board,” Ray 

says. “The fans are taking ownership of the band 

and it couldn’t be going better.”

On the heels of releasing their brand new EP, 

the guys are looking forward to touring throughout 

the year. And as Ray looks back on his musical 

journey, he realizes how much his college experi-

ence helped shape his career.

“I get the question all the time, ‘Did college 

really help?’ But I fully support the theory of col-

lege preparing you for the real world,” Ray says. 

“It can take a lot of blind effort on your own, and 

Ball State just gave me that extra know-how and 

I was really responsible for my own personal 

growth.”

It may have taken a few risky moves in his career 

and lots of hard work, but Ray doesn’t regret a 

thing. It was these stepping stones in his journey 

that helped him take the biggest leap of all; risking 

everything to chase his ultimate dream with Walk 

the Moon. 

origin of name
The Police song, “Walking on the Moon”

hometown
Cincinnati, Ohio

genre 
Indie Pop Fiesta

members 
Pictured above from left to right: Eli Maiman 

(guitar), Nicholas Petricca (lead singer/keyboard), 

Sean Waugaman (drums) and Kevin Ray (bass)

Hit Songs  
“Anna Sun,” “Tightrope,” “I Can Lift A Car,” 

“Shiver, Shiver”  

for fans of 
The Killers, Two Door Cinema Club, Phoenix, 

Fitz and the Tantrums 

toured with  
Fun., Grouplove, Local Natives and  

Young the Giant 



In the wake of recent school shootings, 
Ball State begins to debate whether guns 
should be allowed on campus. 
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A
s dawn broke and sunbeams shone through the 

cherry blossom trees littering Virginia Tech’s 

campus, it was the picture of spring perfection. 

Senior Colin Goddard pulled himself out of bed for 

another 9 a.m. French class, running late to pick up 

his classmate. 

It was April 16, 2007, which meant motivation 

was running low for Goddard, who was reaching 

the end of his first, senior year, still having his vic-

tory lap as a fifth year to look forward to. 

Having already skipped a few times before, God-

dard and his classmate Kristina reluctantly decided 

that they needed to go to class today. 

As they scurried into Room 211 of Norris Hall, 

their teacher Ms. Couture-Nowak rolled her eyes 

and proceeded to engage the class in a thick French 

accent. Half way through the class period, Rachael, 

the star-student of the class, came bursting through 

the door and found a seat as her classmates inter-

rogated her about her unusual tardiness. 

Rachael regained composure and explained that 

her dormitory was on lockdown because there had 

been a shooting there that morning. Everyone’s eyes 

widened as they realized they hadn’t received the 

usual campus alert text or email. 

Only minutes later, the sounds “bang, bang, bang,” 

echoed throughout the hall outside the classroom. 

However, due to the construction being done on the 

building next door, no one thought anything of it. 

But as the noises grew louder and closer, Ms. 

Couture-Nowak’s face turned pale. She hesitantly 

opened the door and peaked out into the hallway to 

see where the banging was coming from. 

She jolted back, slammed the door in a panic and 

yelled, “Get under your desks! Someone call 911!” 

Goddard reached into his pocket and dialed 911 

for the first time in his life. 

“Hello, what’s your emergency?” the operator said. 

“Look, I think there’s someone shooting a gun 

here in Norris Hall,” Goddard said. 

“I don’t know exactly what’s going on.”

“Norris Hall?” she replied.  “Where is that?” 

“Blacksburg, Virginia, America!” Goddard 

responded in a panic.

His Nextel phone had called the Nextel Emer-

gency Center in Ohio. Just as he was being trans-

ferred to the Blacksburg police, bullets began flying 

through the wooden door of the classroom. 

“I vividly remember seeing someone at the front 

of the classroom wearing brown boots, khaki pants, 

a white shirt, and two holsters over both of his 

shoulders,” Goddard says. “My first thought was 

that this was a cop because it looked like this person 

was about to leave our room to get help. But instead 

of leaving our room, he turned down my row of 

desks and that’s when I realized it was not who I 

thought it was.”

Moments later, Goddard says he felt like he had 

just been kicked in the leg harder than he had ever 

been kicked before in his life. The pain quickly 

turned into a sharp, burning sensation that faded 

into warm wetness and numbness. 

“In that moment, those feelings coupled with the 

smell of gun powder all around me, that’s when I 

realized, like, ‘Oh shit, I’ve been shot, this is real,’” 

Goddard says. 

Goddard flung the phone out of his hand in fear 

that the gunman, who was moving toward him, 

would know that he had called the police. It landed 

in front of a girl next to him named Emily, who 

tucked the phone under her long hair to hide it 

from the gunman. Quietly, she whispered that the 

shooter was in Room 211.

The shooting seemed to last for hours as Goddard 

lay in a pool of his own blood, hearing nothing but 

screams and panicked cries. The whole time the gun-

man never said a word as he killed nine students and 

Ms. Couture-Nowak. Goddard was among the seven 

people in the class who survived, although he was 

shot four times: once above his knee, once in both 

hips and once through his right shoulder. 

The police busted into the room minutes after 

Emily got off the phone and Goddard recalls the 

first thing the police said was, “shooter down, 

shooter down.” 

“I’ll never forget that moment,” Goddard says. 

“That’s when I realized that the last gunshot I 

heard was the one he shot himself with.”
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Ultimately, Cho Seung-Hui, a senior English 

major, shot and killed 33 people, including himself. 

Goddard was just one of the many injured students 

who endured months of physical therapy and 

treatment during the summer, while also beginning 

to heal emotionally. No one thought he would 

return to campus in the fall after his recovery. 

However, Goddard, along with every other student 

who was injured during the shooting, went back 

and graduated. During his final year, Goddard says 

he kept quiet, unable to talk about the shooting or 

watch anything on the news that might bring back the 

haunting memories. Instead, he used his time of si-

lence to take in all the information he could about gun 

control measures, and what he learned was startling. 

After researching the topic, Goddard says it 

seemed as if getting a gun was just as easy as his 

shooter had made it look to massacre 32 people. 

He learned that the process consisted of filling out 

paper work, paying a fee, and sometimes not under-

going a background check. The facts overwhelmed 

Goddard as he wrestled with whether he wanted to 

speak out about this issue or not. 

Then the moment came. Goddard calls it his “in-

ternal tipping point.” He randomly flipped on the 

news on April 3, 2009, and saw live coverage of the 

shooting at the Binghamton Immigration Center in 

New York. 

All of his memories from two years ago came flood-

ing back as he watched the shooting unfold. Later 

that day, Goddard picked up the phone and got 

involved with the Brady Campaign to Prevent Gun 

Violence. He couldn’t keep his story silent anymore. 

While Goddard fully supports the constitutional 

rights for responsible individuals to own guns, he 

doesn’t think more guns are the solution, especially 

not on college campuses. 

“Considering the fact that I didn’t even know 

what was going on until I got shot, like, I didn’t 

really think that was the way to go about it,” he says. 

“People kept using Virginia Tech as an example for 

why we need to allow students to carry their own 

guns to class … but, there’s a better way to handle 

this than just trying to stop something at the last 

second. We can do better by keeping guns out of 

these people’s hands in the first place.”

In the wake of the Virginia Tech shooting, Tucson 

shooting, Aurora shooting, and Newtown shooting, 

Ball State students and faculty are also beginning to 

break their silence on the issue. 

In December, a group called Students for 

Concealed Carry on Campus (SCC) at Ball State 

University was started to raise awareness of the 

restrictions college students face when it comes to 

their second amendment rights. 

“A school that receives federal funding should not 

be able to ban firearms on campus,” says Damon 

Cox, president of Students for Concealed Carry on 

Campus at Ball State University. 

SCC’s main goal is to support Indiana Senate 

Bill 97, which was introduced by Sen. Jim Banks 

(R-Columbia City). The bill would make it illegal 

for public universities to restrict firearms and would 

make it legal to carry a licensed, concealed firearm 

on state-sponsored college campuses. 

Currently, Indiana is one of 23 states that allow 

the college or university to decide whether or not 

concealed carry weapons are allowed on university 

property. According to Ball State’s current policy, 

those caught with any type of weapon on campus 

could face criminal charges.

“People think that gun owners are paranoid, 

scared to death, or that guns are for cowards,” Cox 

says. “But, I would have to disagree with all of that. 

It’s most certainly a personal protection thing. If 

somebody walks into my classroom or walks into a 

building with a gun am I supposed to wait and hope 

that the police get there before they come to my 

classroom? Am I supposed to throw my textbook up 

and say ‘Oh this will stop the round of bullets?’” 

Ball State’s Chief of Police, Gene Burton, says 

that allowing guns on campus will do more harm 

than good, due to the places those guns could be 

introduced such as residence halls, fraternities and 

sororities, where alcohol is traditionally consumed. 

However, Cox disagrees that this is a sufficient 

reason to keep guns off campus. 

“The biggest argument is that college students 

are just drunken fools,” Cox says. “But the students 

who take part in those activities aren’t the ones that 

are going to go out and do the necessary steps to be 

able to carry a firearm.” 

But, according to senior Chris Silva, the process to 

get his concealed carry permit wasn’t all that exten-

sive. He had to fill out an application, get finger-

printed and go through a brief background check 

that only looked at criminal history, not at mental 

health history. Finally, he paid a $125 fee for a 
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lifetime license, and within four weeks he could 

legally carry a gun. There was no required training 

on gun safety or how to shoot the weapon. 

While Silva is a military policeman who already 

had extensive gun training when he got his licence, 

others who carry guns in public often have no train-

ing at all. Goddard says his father has a concealed 

carry permit, yet he’s never shot a gun in his life. 

Silva and Cox agree that if students carry guns 

on campus, they should receive proper training. 

Therefore, they think that it would be helpful to 

partner with the University Police Department 

so that students can be educated before they are 

allowed to carry on campus. 

But, Goddard says that even if students went 

through a training course, he doesn’t know of any 

existing courses that make you shoot your gun 

under stress. And if the whole point is to prevent 

these mass shootings, they still won’t know how to 

properly react. 

Overall, Goddard says last minute efforts to stop a 

shooter shouldn’t be our primary focus. Instead, our 

efforts should be focused on keeping guns out of 

the hands of criminals and the mentally ill. 

“People will say, if someone wants to get a gun, 

they’ll always be able to get a gun,” Goddard says. 

“Well then my response is ‘Damn it, make it harder 

for them to get one then.’”

Goddard has been on staff with the Brady Cam-

paign during the Tuscan and Aurora shootings, and 

he says though there was public outrage after these 

events, it only lasted for about two weeks before 

fading away. However, with Newtown, something 

has changed; as if the United States has reached its 

very own “internal tipping point.” 

“In my opinion, that’s been the missing piece,” he 

says. “We needed a movement of people engaged 

in the issue … We don’t have millions of dollars to 

be a big, bad lobby group, but what we can do is put 

a bunch of angry, pissed off people in front of their 

congressman and say, ‘Damn it you do something 

for our public safety.’”

Goddard says that his passionate disposition 

overtakes him when talking about these issues. 

However, he begins to grow more solemn when 

he reflects on the once blood-stained classrooms 

of Norris Hall. It makes the healing process 

easier for Goddard to see that Virginia Tech 

has made those rooms into the Center for Peace 

Studies and Violence Prevention. He says that 

they are trying to turn something horrific into 

something hopeful. 

And while he admits that his memories will 

never completely fade, Goddard will continue to 

try to move on in the only way he knows how: by 

speaking out about the spring day on which his life 

completely changed. 

The gun debate may be far from over, but God-

dard says it’s on the brink of change — it might not 

happen overnight, but reform is near. 

state gun legislation

considering 
more
restrictions

considering
loosening 
restrictions

considering
safety 
measures 
for schools

source: usa today
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TOP QUALITY SALON FOR OVER 70 YEARS
Seventy years of success doesn’t lie - our customers love the work we do. And our low prices mean they leave not just 

looking great, but feeling great, too.

Education Hours: 
Tuesday - Friday: 8AM - 4PM
Saturday: 8AM - 2PM

Salon Hours:
Tuesday - Friday : 9:30AM - 3PM
Saturday: 8:30AM - 1PM

“The staff are remarkably sensitive to their customers’ needs and work hard to get everything JUST right.  
Cheap, cheap, cheap....without sacrificing service or style.

This place is a gem!”  - Roz R. - Salon Customer

www.ambersbeautyschool.com
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achel Voorhorst deeply exhales as a nervous smile 

spreads across her face. She sneaks a peak at her 

forearm, admiring the intense green, red, blue and 

yellow that forms the shape of a bird, known as 

the Lewin’s Honeyeater. She flinches as the tattoo 

artist’s sharp needle meets her skin once again. 

Minutes later, Voorhorst gazes at her new tattoo 

with pride.

Voorhorst will never forget the bird she encoun-

tered each day during her study abroad experience 

in the Wet Tropics Rainforest of Queensland, 

Australia. Her new tattoo visibly reminds her of 

the sense of independence and adventure she felt 

for the first time in her life on that trip.  

“[It was] the first time I had gone off by myself 

without my family…It changed how I viewed 

myself,” she says.

Not only did this tattoo symbolize a once in a 

lifetime trip, it was also the first wish granted by 

Penzi Threads.

Penzi is more than a group of passionate college 

students selling clothes; it’s a start-up company 

with an intricate wish-granting system. Contrary 

to comparisons to the Make a Wish Foundation 

and the MTV reality show “The Buried Life,” 

(where four best friends travel the globe to fulfill 

their individual bucket lists and grant strangers’ 

wishes along the way), Penzi strives to be an orga-

nization of their own merit. Unlike other organiza-

tions, the Penzi team believes that everyone, no 

matter their state in life, should have a chance at 

wish fulfillment. 

“People are more depressed than ever now, and 

there is so much more to do in life then just sit 

around and do nothing,” says newly appointed 

owner Michael Webb. “ [Penzi] promotes people to 

Threads Worth a 
Thousand Wishes

Six college students grant adventurous 
wishes through their apparel business, Penzi

story // KELLI BENNETT          PHOTOS // PROVIDED

Rachel 
voorhorst, wish 
no. 001055, makes 
a memorable 
trip to firefly 
tattoo 
collective. 
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go out and have fun, exercise, be adventurous. Do 

something and not be all mopey and lying around.” 

According to Penzi founder, Tyler Fosnaugh, 

making a difference was always important to him. 

Figuring out how to implement a plan to help oth-

ers was the hard part. 

After completing the Compass Fellowship Pro-

gram at Indiana University to become a social entre-

preneur, he knew he wanted to create clothing that 

made a difference because of his interest in brands 

such as Tom’s and To Write Love on Her Arms. The 

IU junior also credits his supportive parents who 

encouraged him to do whatever he wanted with his 

life. Fosnaugh took their advice and ran. 

“I became a really big dreamer, I’ve always had 

crazy ideas, there is all this kind of stuff I want to 

do,” he says. “The wish thing just kind of incorpo-

rated itself.” 

His dreams fostered the “wish thing,” known 

today as Penzi. Over time, the business compo-

nents fell into place from a perfect name to a 

founding team made up of four other members:  

Michael Webb; Lauren Gendron, vice president; 

Alex Buchman, Indianapolis sales representative 

and Allie Barringer, graphic designer. They also 

recently added a web designer, Amanda Chiabai, 

to the group.

Fosnaugh laughs as he describes the origin of the 

company’s name. The epiphany came while he 

listened to “The Lion King’s” Timon and Pumbaa 

sing “Hakuna Matata.” 

“’It means no worries … that is the coolest thing 

ever, that is the best advice I’ve ever gotten,” 

Foshnaugh says.

 He researched the term, and after learning the 

phrase was Swahili, he searched for other words 

with strong meanings until he found the word 

“Penzi,” which means love and desire. It repre-

sented the team’s mission pretty well, he says. 

Penzi’s mission and organization starts with one 

thing: the purchase of one of their T-shirts, which 

range from $12 to $33, depending on the style.

 Customers and hopeful wishers can choose from 

five different shirt designs with eye-catching script 

that reads, “Make your life a party,” “Dream It, 

Wish It, Live It,” or, an abstract design of a giraffe.

After the purchase, the customer receives a wish 

code along with their shirt delivery. The potential 

recipient then emails their wish inspiration and 

description for consideration. Webb says the Penzi 

team places the wishes on one list and selects 

a wish based on the funds available, as well as 

the purpose and sense of adventure behind the 

wish. He says in order to make the wish selection 

Choose a shirt you love 

and purchase it.

After the purchase, you 

receive a wish code along 

with the shirt delivery.

Email your wish with a 

description and inspiration 

behind it.

Penzi places the wishes on one 

list and selects a wish based on 

funds available, the purpose and 

adventure behind the wish.

Once selected, the Penzi team 

announces the month’s wish on 

their Facebook.

1

2

3

4

5

How wishes work

Tiffany aites 
takes the dive 
of her life at 
plymouth sky 
sports. This 
was penzi’s 
second wish.



process as fair as possible, names and descriptive 

details of the grantee are eliminated from the 

wishes before selection. Then, the Penzi team 

announces the selected wish of the month on their 

Facebook page, turning one’s six-digit wish code 

into an unimaginable reality.  

Since granting Voorhorst’s wish in October 2012, 

Penzi has fulfilled wishes for three other customers: 

Tiffany Aites went skydiving; Celeste Herris re-

corded her first EP (extended play) and Nick Hinton 

learned to snowboard at Paoli Peaks in Paoli, Ind. 

While some wishes seem more adventurous than 

others, each symbolizes love and desire for the wish-

ful recipients. As Herris prepared for her audition 

for NBC’s vocal competition, “The Voice,” she says 

Penzi fulfilled her lifelong dream of recording. Her-

ris recently created her own Sound Cloud account 

and uses her EP as bragging rights.  

The Work Behind the Wishes
The smiles of wish recipients on Penzi’s Face-

book page may make the wish-fulfilling process 

seem effortless, however, they do not show the 

challenges that accompany entrepreneurship. 

Penzi faces setbacks, due in part to being full-

time college students with little experience and 

resources. They’ve encountered income issues, 

conflicting ideas, vocal skeptics and waves of 

doubt along the way.

But there is something bigger than each team 

member that keeps them going. Countless hours 

are put into every shirt design, wish plan and 

video construction. Moments of team tension and 

financial glitches are defeated with resilient pas-

sion. Not the superficial passion that sits dormant 

on a page of a dictionary, but the passion that con-

quers adversity and self-doubt. Fosnaugh refers to 

it as the “shimmering hope that keeps you going,” 

which pushes Penzi to persevere.

“If you’re passionate about it, you’re willing to 

put up the passion to keep on going, and that is 

something I never completely understood until 

Penzi,” he says.

Despite the unknown, their optimistic outlook 

on the future illuminates through one key belief: 

that “no wish has an expiration date.” This shows 

the hope that Webb, Fosnaugh and other team 

members have in making Penzi a global force, 

granting memorable wishes for hundreds of 

people at a time. 

In the end, it all starts with a shirt and a fervent 

team that embraces the wishes of strangers, while 

attaining the one, true wish of its founder, “If 

everyone’s happy, the world will be a better place.”

TOP: (Left to Right) 
Tyler fosnaugh, lauren 
Gendron, michael webb 
and alex buchman  
Bond Through wish 
granting.
Bottom: Nick Hinton 
snowboards for the 
first time with Penzi.
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IN FOCUS

Muncie perspective

right: A 
skyline of trees 
surrounding 
the waterbowl 
is perfectly 
mimicked. I can 
always go for a 
nice cruise with 
the windows 
down, off the 
grid to the secret 
beauty off SR 3.
// Stephanie 
tarrant 

PHOTOS // ball bearings photo staff
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Muncie perspective no matter where you go in 
muncie, you are bound to come 
across railroad tracks. Train 
whistles make up a big part of 
muncie’s soundtrack.   
// maris scheiss

This main bridge that leads to 
Downtown Muncie always reminds of 
Muncie and the snow on the ground is 
constant reminder that the weather 
can always change and always keeps 
you on your toes.  // ricardo lopez

left: Minnetrista serves as one of 
Muncie’s cultural and artistic escapes. 
// lindsey riley
above: Muncie to me is a home. I have lived 
here for twelve years and witnessed the 
Shafer Tower being built. This tower is a 
symbol of the mark Muncie has made on my 
life. // briee eikenberry

With Ball State being one of 
the main institutions in Muncie, my 
perception of the city is the higher 
education offered to thousands of 
students. The stairs in the Art and 
Journalism building branch off into 
different areas of studies. each step 
is an opportunity. // gina portolese
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No winter lasts forever

Springno

skips its turn
Hal Borland





late nite presents:

PREREGISTERED 
AT 6PM
BALL STATE 
PARKING LOT C-1

RAINDATE: 
APRIL 20
FREE FOR STUDENTS
$5 FOR GUESTS

:

RIDES
GAMES

PRIZES
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

FOOD

FRIDAY, APRIL 19 

7PM-2AM
PREREGISTERED AT 6PM

 CARNIVAL

February 27 - Paradise Prep 
February 28 - Pacers Vs Clippers 
March 14 - Grocery Bingo Basketball Event
March 20 - Basketballooza 
March 21 - Post Secret with Frank Warren
March 28 - Easter Eggstravangaza 
April 1 - UPB at The Apollo 
April 4 - Art and Arf 
April 11 - Open Mic
April 13 - Baseball Tailgate BSU VS Central Michigan
April 17 - Battle of The Bands
April 24  - End of the Year Field Day 

March 15 - Lincoln 
March 22 - Anna Karenina
March 29 - Les Miserables 
April 5 - This is 40
April 12 - Guilt Trip 
April 20 - The Hobbit
April 26 - Warm Bodies

FRIDAY NIGHT
FILMWORKS

UPBatBSU


